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Want more joy, intimacy, and respect in your relationship? Find out how in this inspiring and uplifting

relationship book.Too many people spend time developing their careers and putting effort in at the

gym, but just let their relationship go on autopilot. Then they wonder what happened to the beautiful

love they once had. This book will show you how to build and maintain a deeply satisfying

relationship regardless of what stage you're in.Author Sophie Winters spent nearly two years

researching and writing this guidebook. It draws real world examples from her own relationship,

other couples, family therapists, a documentary filmmaker, and other authors and experts. This

isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t your average relationship advice book: there are personal stories, examples, and

exercises at the end of most chapters to help you obtain the love and respect you deserve. You will

have a hard time finding another relationship book that covers so many topics, so powerfully and so

personally.It's Not You, It's Us explores multiple topics like:- money- sex and desire- having kids,

stepkids, and pets- family confrontations including exes and in-laws- religious conflicts and

mixed-faith unions- chores and the division of labor- personal growth and happiness- emotional

distance- privacy and personal space- conflict and communication- codependency and emotional

distance- the legal differences between living together and being marriedWith warmth and wisdom,

Sophie shares the lessons on what it takes to live together without growing apart.Read it, and get

the tools you need to create your own happily ever after.Early Feedback from Readers:I feel like I

had a breakthrough in my own life and an understanding of myself. The tears just started flowing

and I felt a huge release. I feel new.You offer words of advice in an encouraging and empowering

manner, which is reassuring to anyone struggling with personal issues.From the standpoint of

someone who was in an emotionally abusive relationship, I saw value in your writing. I think your

words will help those who are in similar situations. Thank you so much for sharing.Raw and

real.Being widowed and now in a relatively new (4 years +) relationship complete with adult

step-children and a step-grandson, separate homes and communities, and ex-wife, I've done a lot of

reading and lived a lot of what you are writing about. And you are really bang on on the

communication advice.It is helping me shed some light on my relationship problems and what

needs to be there to have a respectable, long-term relationship.I honestly can't express how much

the chapter on communication connected to me and my experiences with relationships.

ESPECIALLY my most recent break-up.Order your copy now.
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Over a year ago, I bought a previous edition of It's Not You, It's Us. I found it to be one of the most

meaningful and helpful books I've ever read. I expected to gain "some" insight that might apply to

my relationship, but I was not prepared for the complete overhaul it precipitated.Recently, I

discovered that Sophie Winters had published a revised edition, so I purchased it and read it

immediately, eager for the refresher on its contents, but also to see what changes had been made. I

can honestly say that this edition is even better than the one it replaced, and that my partner and I

gained great advise and insight on our "second pass" through the book.The title is witty and

substantive, and it sets the tone for clever, insightful and useful content in the book itself. I

recommend this book not only for those contemplating a relationship or facing issues in their

relationship, but also -- and perhaps MORE SO -- for those already well into what they consider a

perfect relationship. I'm 24 years into a happy, fulfilling relationship, and I didn't see myself as

needing outside advice. But after reading the first few chapters, I had already gleaned an array of

insights, and I recognized the book's potential benefit to my own relationship. The contents are



comprehensive and well-organized, and the writing style flows smoothly, like a conversation. Each &

every chapter contained at least one "eye opener" for me, and each chapter ended with suggested

tasks that proved worthwhile.The result? My relationship with my partner is now better than ever.

We were happy, but we had fallen into a complacency -- and we had simply come to accept certain

behaviors and interactions that gradually developed over two decades. We had settled comfortably

into our relationship. INYIU brought us a fresh perspective and gave us the tools to unravel & mend

a myriad of "little issues" that had silently crept into our relationship over a period of decades. It was

the catalyst for our having meaningful conversations. We were both reminded of the natural

tendency to take each other for granted, and INYIU brings those little issues front & center, along

with advice for dealing with them in a constructive & productive manner.For those already in a

relationship, consider this book as a guide to "scheduled maintenance." We had been on autopilot

for so long, I had forgotten that a relationship is a living, evolving thing, one that rewards you when

you nurture it and pay mindful attention to it. INYIU helped us work our way through our

long-overdue scheduled maintenance. Its contents meaningfully address a wide range of issues that

crop up in a relationship, and we found the tasks to be fun and useful in addressing problem areas.I

experienced many "epiphanies" about my own behavior, and through proactive communication with

my partner, I discovered some unfortunate cues I had missed or assumptions I had made. The

tasks suggested in the book have gone far in restoring my partner's self-esteem and enabling me to

step away from a perfectionist mentality and from nagging, seemingly little words & deeds that had

far-reaching consequences that I had not recognized or understood before.My partner & I discussed

each chapter and performed the recommended tasks, and as a result, we experienced positive

outcomes that weren't even anticipated. Funny thing to resolve a problem you didn't even realize

you had! One example in the context of shared duties: For years, I've done the laundry. Early in our

relationship, we shared the duty, but over time, it fell to me. During our discussion related to that

chapter, my partner pointed out that in the past, every time he folded the sheets, I would go behind

him and refold them so that his "wadded bundles" would have crisp corners and a flat, even surface.

Ultimately, he stopped doing the laundry altogether, but it wasn't out of laziness; it was because I'd

made him feel he wasn't doing a good enough job. (I also inherited the job of loading the

dishwasher, ultimately because I was always going behind him and rearranging the dishes.)The

laundry story is just a TINY but meaningful example of a conversation sparked by INYIU. This was

such a healthy, productive process for us, opening conversation & dialogue on such a wide range of

subjects. Our relationship has a renewed vitality & strength as a result, and going forward, we intend

to make an annual practice of reviewing & renewing. Apparently, you CAN teach an old dog new



tricks. This book taught me several.I love reading, but I'm judicious about what I spend my time

reading. A book must entertain me or enlighten me, or I don't consider it worth reading. It's Not You,

It's Us proved to be both entertaining and enlightening. I wholeheartedly & unequivocally

recommend it to anyone with a genuine desire to enjoy the most fulfilling relationship possible,

whether it's to prepare yourself for a future relationship, or to give you an effective tool to assess

your current relationship and breathe new health & vitality into it.FIVE STARS!!!
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